
Feb. 18:   America sends 5th Generation Stealth “over there”  (4.57mins 
courtesy of CRUX). 
Viabiltiy of actual land routes MSNBC special (about 5 mins).  U.S. will 
close its embassy in the Ukraine capital (1.12 courtesy of AP Archive). 
Real Russian State News and what they see and hear over there (2.15 
mins) France 24 News.   
Go West Young Man 
Feb. 19-20:  for a talk to help out-calculate the War Gods?  (1.35 mins 
WTVR CBS).   
To no avail. The dough flows, and Abrams head East (7.43 mins 
courtesy of CRUX).   The T-14 Armata tank is the best tank the Russians 
have (last half of video shows details) but curiously was never 
deployed.    
Feb. 20:  Eastern Ukraine: military mobilization of fighting-age men in E. 
Ukraine. 
Feb. 21:  Russian government formally recognizes the independence of 
the Donetsk People's Republic and the Luhansk People's Republic.  Four 
days later, U.N. Security Council took a vote to condemn Russia and 
denounce the invasion.  A single vote from Russia vetoed it--further 
procedures taken up by the 193-member U.N. General Assembly.
Get Smart, a Hollywood laugh on security, or as Agent 86* would say: 
Would you believe A Cyberattack?
* Get Smart?  It was a hilarious comedy on TV.  If you are too young to 
know, check these out, courtesy of Facts Verse and Amanda 
Haverstickuptly.
12 News Feb. 23 a calm over the skyline of Kjiv.  Complete opposite, 
courtesy of ABC World News and CBS, of things in great disarray (below 
about two days later).  One is to commend the brave journalists and 
camera people who put their lives on the line to bring us actual history. 
 

2-22-22:  On the frontline, first glimpse 2-22-22 Sky News over there.
Holy Toledo Feb. 22, 2022 mark this date: the freaky low-key advance in 
unmarked vehicles that crossed an international border; occupation 
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forces seen traveling in buses.  British encapsulate history.
Chernobyl Exclusion Zone, courtesy of ABC News.
Feb. 25:  The city of Kiev under assault.  In WW II parlance known as 
Kiev, but from now on spelled as Kyiv, as spelled in Ukrainian.  Scene at 
a train station courtesy of Channel 4 News. You have probably seen 
this, originally from Sky News.
Armored columns near Belgorod, Russia heading west, with CNN 
correspondent Frederik Pleitgen.
Feb. 25:  Air power shooting down 5 Russian fighters? makes him an 
ace.  Thanks Alex Hollings. (unconfirmed) CNN and how Russian media 
covers the invasion, even kicking a Russian officer in the teeth words 
 "invasion" unallowed.
From CNN, as in the Second World War, the gates to any succesful 
advance lies on the bridges.  Russian gunships actual battle attack, 
courtesy of The Sun.   In WW II, we called them 5th Columns.
Weekend of Feb. 27:  Urban street battling recorded by a hidden 
ordinary, but brave, Ukrainian in Kjiv.  Feb. 26 early morning hours, 
courtesy of FOX 11 Los Angeles.   ABC Feb. 27th.  WW II Holocaust 
Memorail struck by bombs.
Rats, ran out of gas.   Courtesy of The Independent.
The same thing happened to Gen. Patton in 1944.
The air  Russian chopper dodges missile, courtesy WarLeaks.
Harsh reality of wars the ground, courtesy Tetova News.
Historical reality.
Night of Feb. 27:  Mayor warns capital seems surrounded, courtesy of 
Global News, as of 9pm PST.  They were one of the first to announce 
this; true or misinformation?  Confirmed aircraft destroyed, courtesy of 
PlaneWorld Berlin. 
Night scene from The Sun.  Within two sundowns, there will be 2 
fragrant odors of death and ash. And, sadness.   NBC News wrap up on 
talks.  Do not be fooled with the good news, unless the political meeting 
of Feb. 28 between Russian and Ukraine leaders is fruitful, Russian 
forces will not exodus.  This author hopes he is wrong.
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Feb. 28:  Incredible revelation at the UN today,  Courtesy of NBC News.
From the Wall Street Journal; everybody is getting into the act.  Flash: 
Coast To Coast radio George Noory Feb. 28 stated, "More than 400 
Russian mercenaries have been flown in from Africa to assassinate 
Ukrainian President Zelensky, a private militia known as the Wagner 
Group allegedly has orders from Vladimir Putin to take out Zelensky 
and 23 other government figures to allow Moscow to continue it's 
takeover of the Eastern European neighborhood."  
People from all scores of life sense all is not right. Courtesy of CNN. We 
had peace for 80 years and then . . .
March 1, 2022:  Before the full encirclement of Mariopol.  Aches and 
pains of war, away from the War Front, thousands of women and 
children flee Ukraine, courtesy of ABC News Australia.   Coast To Coast 
radio George Noory, states Pres. Biden of the United States said, 
"freedom will always triumph over tyranny."   
Mar. 2:   War Front Ukraine Mar. 2: Russian forces stalled 17 miles from 
capital city Kjiv.   From ABC News World Tonight With David Muir  inside 
KJIV Children's Hospital, one  of the largest children's hospitals in 
Europe, Ian Pannel foreign correspondent "medics and staff now risk 
their own lives to care for more than 190 desperately sick kids here... 
some of whom are on chemotherapy and...like little Yarig, who has fluid 
in his brain."   From NBC Nightly News With Lester Holt, a new 
organization called  KLEPTOCAPTURE is to target the rich in Russia in 
ways never seen in the history of the world, Kierce Simmons foreign 
correspondent said, "And, just today, another high profile Russian 
businessman, Roman Abramovich, worth an estimated $13 billion, 
announcing he is selling Chelsea soccer club and he is advocating for 
peace talks with Ukraine....Oleg Deripaska, worth $4 billion, and once 
called Putin's favorite industrialist, declared last week, 'Peace is very 
important.'   Mikhail Fridman, owner of one  of Russia's biggest banks 
(with a net worth of $11.4 billion) told his London investors, that war is 
a tragedy.  But, none criticized Putin directly."  Rail lines to southern 
port of Mariupol have been cut. Mar 3:  Russian govt compares 
Western media reports as a Hollywood make-believe.  I predict Putin 
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acts on 1 more set of peace talks.  A green corridor of evacuation of 
women and children is being negotiated in Kherson between Russian 
commander and city officials thanks to an American civil engineer Don 
Flett over there. No cruise missile, which is great against jets and 
helicopter gunships, can theoretically be used well against Russian 
mobile launchers. However, Javelins and hand-held RPG types r 
effective, which require someone to get close to the enemy.  What is 
showing to be effective are drones which are guided in on a target. 
Effective now in open country.  However, once the fighting enters 
apartment and tall edifice environments, that answer is to be 
determined.  This reminds me of the early months up to April 1942—
albeit in jungles-the battles of Bataan where US and Filipino troops held 
on bravely, and at first even held the Japanese in check in their 
advance. Yes, despite what you may have read about the Fall of the 
Philippines, General Homma and his 150,000 plus troops were facing 
horrid casualties in particular by the Philippine Scouts and regulars 
before all of the Philippines fell—and MacArthur escaped.    
Mar 4:  A catastrophe is averted at Zaporizhya when a nuclear training 
building catches fire from Russian shelling but it is outside the 
perimeter of Europe's largest nuclear power plant, source BBC.  From 
Channel 4 News despicable war. A WW II survivor is arrested for 
protesting against the invasion of Ukraine.  Little old lady, Yelena 
Osipova, is picked up in St. Petersburg; she survived Leningrad, 
courtesy of Reuters.  Monster protest in Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
courtesy of Guardian News. 
Across the board, egregious censorship was imposed on Russian 
people Mar. 4:  Govt. became fearful of the build-up of civilian attacks 
and the unfolding humanitarian crisis reporting by both Russian and 
non-Russians.  Their fear of the world news media instituted penalties 
of up to 15 years prison in Russia for any journalist and anyone that 
tells the truth about what is ensuing in Ukraine.  The range extended to 
Facebook, Twitter, and any social media outlet, especially those using 
"war" or "invasion" and that show images of people protesting or 
running away.  This fear according to Putin are "fake news".   BBC, CBS, 
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ABC,  Russian television RAVE, Radio Free Europe, Bloomberg, Echo of 
Moscow radio (Echo Moskvy), Dozhd (Rain), Sky News, CNN, and NBC 
desist all transmissions from Russia.   

Hollywood Where Are You?
You got people in need. Once upon a time, you had production power, 
as Jimmy Stewart, Tyrone Power, Bette Davis of WW II fame.  Where are 
our directors and the muscle of the Hollywood of today?  I wonder 
when Hollywood will have the brains and guts to do a Hollywood movie 
on this invasion and the occupation? 
Remember David Hasselhoff of Knight Rider?  He sang a song in the 
period when the Berlin Wall fell—it is now 33 not 20 yrs— called 
Looking For Freedom. (Courtesy of Andre Rieu). Those at our famed 
Broadway, you are needed as much as Hollywood.  FREEDOM is at 
stake, or are you waiting for more to die and see freedom rot?   Don’t 
linger by the sidewalk.  You have astounding muscle, it is high time to 
rise.  We do not need to go to war, this is a unique time in history. 
Come on, man make some history
. . .Remember the new call word below?  Nice, but what is needed: 
more help and muscle. 
 

Fight them in the Banks
If You Can't Fight them with Tanks 

The war of today:  How utterly fantastic, when during WW II, the  Allied 
fighting men would cheer when they took down a Nazi plane,
 AND NOW. . .
Who?  Are acting like the Nazis cloaked under the 2022 word "Special 
Operation:”
This is not an invasion, it is only “a special operation” it is claimed. 
 Evidence of a special operation. 
An invasion is an invasion no matter what you want to call it.  An orange 
is an orange no matter what you want to call it. Back in the 1980s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSeWA8f0Qv0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFwIiSk8hqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFwIiSk8hqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YAZqjIllcaE


people were looking for freedom and it may be nostalgic to remember 
1989, the song of looking for freedom.   Probably the last transmission 
from France 24 inside Russia.  
Mar 6:  Final broadcast of a Moscow source that told the truth—and 
the state of war inside Russia, courtesy of CNN.  Director and anchor, 
Ekaterina Kotrikadze interviewed by CNN's Fareed Zakaria.  ABC News 
Eeeking out a way to live.  BBC (7.42 mins) March 6 including the lousy 
deal that AFTER Russian forces gave a green light for the old and 
children to evacuate Mariupol, they then NIX.
Forced to get out of Moscow, Sky News remained unafraid, but those 
were petulant times for political  heartbeats. As this shows, the frightful 
experience of the apolitical lucky who escaped an ambush: 8 mins 
version;   4 mins version, sorry taken down.   A drone brings you 
footage where a regular cameraman can’t be able to show; intense 
close combat in Kherson, courtesy of WarLeaks.
Mar. 9:  Cold Weather Front over Ukraine. Aerial recon stymied.
New daylong ceasefire from 7:00 GMT announced. Capital still has 
electricity.
Mariupol in the southeast has no heating, power or water.
Passenger train entry into Finland from Moscow (courtesy South China 
Morning Post).  Over 2 million people have now fled Ukraine.  Six 
humanitarian corridors opened between Ukraine and Russia. 200,000 
civilians in Mariupol are in a dire situation as Red Cross aid not able to 
reach city due to shelling nor are it's citizens able to leave.  What is a 
VACUUM BOMB? courtesy of CRUX.   The architecture of Lviv is a gem, 
and even the Nazis spared this city in WW II, entire video over 30 mins 
courtesy of Channel 4 News (first 5.44 mins critical).  Despite a cease 
fire, a maternity and children's hospital in Mariupol is hit by Russian 
aircraft, a horrific crater several stories deep is found; nursery 
destroyed.   U.S. rejects Poland jet offer to fly Soviet-era jet fighters 
from U.S. bases into Ukraine.  BMW, American Express, Apple, Boeing, 
Coca-Cola, Dell, DHL, Disney, DIRECTV, Facebook, FedEx, Ford, Adidas, 
Airbus, IKEA, Harley Davidson, Heinz, Kellogg's, Kraft, Microsoft, Netflix, 
Pepsi, Paramount, Snap Inc, Shell, Starbucks, Twitter, YouTube, VISA, 
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WarnerMedia, and 8850 MacDonald restaurants temporarily ceasing 
operations in Russia; part of 300 international firms saying adios. 
 Normal Russian citizens flee to Finand to escape.  Train station scene in 
Helsinki one, two.  
Mar 11:  Advance Russian force from the north within 10 miles of the 
heavily-fortified Kjiv while another column in strength advances from 
the east; fierce battle engagements by Ukraine forces.  South China 
Morning Post reports locals bury their dead.  Can’t hide from war, just 
like during WW II.   Today's propaganda: Russia announces 16,000 
volunteers from the Middle East are heading to Ukraine to help 
Russians AND at the UN, Russia accused America and Ukraine of 
preparing to use chemical weapons.  The skies of N. Ukraine clearing 
but the S. still has snow and fog.  W. Airfields in Lutsk and Ivano-
Frankivsk "put out of action." Russian artillery and missile launchers 
deploying around upper half of Kiev.  The town of Volnovakha Ukraine 
is completely destroyed declares US News. Largely unreported it is in 
reprisal for loss of Russian war lord killed on Sat. Mar. 5 (courtesy 
news.com.au). Lt. Col. Astakhov D. Mikhailovich in a press conference 
begs for forgiveness (1.38min courtesy of The Telegraph).  T/F?  POWs 
fear death if sent home to Russia.  
Mar.13:  An MSNBC clip on truth matters, courtesy of MSNBC.   Some 
13,000 people in Russia, according to BBC, have been arrested since 
start of invasion.  President of Poland states if Russia uses Weapons of 
Mass Destruction in Ukraine then it becomes a game changer for 
Europeans. U.S. journalist Brent Renaud shot dead in Irpin, one other 
colleague escapes, a Fox cameraman and interpreter killed.  Supply 
base close to the Polish-Ukraine border hit by at least 30 missiles, at 
Yavoriv, over 100 injured, 30 dead.  Harsh reality courtesy of The Sun: 
Frontlines in Ukraine  U.S.military estimates between 2000-4000 
Ukrainian military deaths including volunteer forces and between 
5000-6000 Russian soldiers dead.  Ukraine reports 1300 dead soldiers. 
7-8 trains daily to the west.   Seaport Odesa, a city  so far spared, braces 
for the invaders as late as Mar. 13.  Captured Ukrainian POWs aired on 
Russian television. RussianTV journalist risks her life to show an antiwar 
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sign live on air.  Ukraine reports 1300 dead soldiers. 7-8 trains daily to 
the west.  A RussianTV journalist risks her life to show an antiwar sign 
live on air.  Seaport Odesa, a city so far spared, braces for the invaders 
as late as Mar. 13.    
Day 20 over 3 million refugees fled Ukraine; humanitarian corridor 
opened for escape from Mariupol, some 4000 manage to escape 
(within 24 hrs 30,000), but Red Cross unable to enter. According to 
UNICEF 73,000 children are becoming refugees each day from Ukraine. 
Huge part of Mariupol's drama theater struck by missile, number 
feared dead UNK as it was used as a bomb shelter.  A hospital with 
large lettering seen from the air saying "children" to keep it from being 
bombed  was bombed, hours after Pres. Zelensky addresses U.S. 
Congress and the American people via long-distance video.  Within 
Russian State television, numerous staff are reported resigned. 
The Russian Military denies hitting the theater despite visible 
photographic evidence; the Kremlin calls the world press liars.  Inside 
one hospital in Mariupol some 400 doctors, nurses, patients and 
civilians are used as human shields--to what end is the genocide in 
Mariupol extended?go here https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=LHeu99kUdhw  Ten people were shot dead while standing in line 
waiting for bread in the northern city of Chernihiv, courtesy of Inside 
Edition and NewsNation.  Russian forces gain captured Ukrainian military 
hardware in the East.  
Mar 17:  Courtesy of  News.com.au: Ten days from now?  But will these 
be on time or be too late? Courtesy The Sun.  Repair shop in capital, 
shows the not giving -in attitude.  Fierce nighttime fire in action, this is 
still ongoing; have no idea why after 24 secs it goes silent.  
Mounting Russian casualties aggravating the invasion.  Hollywood 
Arnold Schwarzenegger puts his foot down and speaks out to the 
Russian people on St. Patrick's Day, March 17.   
Mar 20:  Burger King in Russia refuses to cease sales, and it continues 
making money.  Russia bombs art school in Mariupol, casualty fig UNK. 
 Fierce fighting continues in residential suburbs of capital.  Western city 
Lviv packed with refugees.  Poland, Rumania, Hungary plead for help in 
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the overwhelming  refugee crisis. Over 9 million displaced people have 
fled their homes in Ukraine.  26th day of the Invasion: Russia offers an 
ultimatum of unconditional surrender to inhabitants in Mariupol (view 
google map) at the same time no Red Cross allowed to go in.  No 
western media inside Mariupol.  Europe continues to buy Russian gas 
at a billion dollars a day.  History is recording the dismaying end of the 
post-Cold War Era; a face pushing for the days of Yalta 1945 which 
divided Europe into spheres of interest.  The pressure has put the 
Vatican  to issue a statement that on Friday March 25, 2022 the Pope 
will do a consecration of Russia and Ukraine in St. Peter's Basilica at 5 
pm local time. Systemic shocking news from Mariupol: Russian 
warships fire broadsides plus Russia has committed thermobaric 
rockets into the entrapped city.  
Mar 22, 2022: The best opportunity for world peace is now: if this Fri.  a 
papal declaration of a ceremony called a consecration occurs as 
requested. 105 years ago, Our Lady of Fatima made a promise to 
humanity, that Heaven, meaning God, would grant this planet an era of 
world peace.  She never said only for Holy Joe Catholics, or old people 
of faith; she meant everybody of the whole human race.   The ball 
started rolling early March when several Ukrainian bishops begged the 
Pope for a consecration of Russia, as our Lady requested.   [Previous 
Popes in 1942, 1952, 1964, 1981, 1984, 2000 and 2013 had done a 
consecration each his own way, but never following her request to the 
exact letter. Hence the savagery of war continues.]  Be you Christian or 
not, would it not be GREAT if the terrible war in Ukraine would stop?  
80 years ago, and prior to that, the Blessed Lady forewarned about a 
future seeing an annihilation of nations.  Every time the Blessed Lady 
has spoken, she uses words that are exact and has never minced 
words.  The balance of war lies on the tipping scales of accuracy.  
Mar. 23   Irpin and Makariv to the W. have been retaken by Ukraine 
troops.  City of 100,000 suffering, starving in Mariupol holding by a 
thread.  The bridge at Chernihiv bombed cutting off a main escape 
route from Mariupol, which has passed a third week of solid 
bombardment.  On the eastern sector of Kyiv, troops from Ukraine 



were able to not only hold their lines, they pushed back Russian forces 
34 miles outside the capital, double the distance in 24 hours.  Pres. 
Biden arrives in Brussels, Belgium late at night.  U.S. Secretary of State, 
America's former Chief State diplomat, Madeleine Albright, escapee 
from the Nazis and who met Pres. Putin, stated before she passed away 
today, "Ukraine is entitled to its sovereignty, no matter who its 
neighbors happen to be." (source The N Y Times).  Poland expels 45 
Russians for carrying out espionage.  This is the largest expulsion of spy 
agents in Europe since 1983, when 147 Soviet intelligence officers had 
been caught and ousted in Europe.  Russian Ambassador stated in the 
UN that the West paints a 1-dimension of the conflict, and called the 
Western countries as "pawns in a geopolitical game" against Russia. A 
Russian supply ship carrying armored vehicles near port of Mariupol is 
struck by anti-Russian forces, details unclear.  U.S. troops participate in 
joint military defensive exercises with NATO troops in Poland. Ukraine 
claims 6 Russian generals have been killed since start of war.  People 
are hopeful the Kremlin does not engage in chemical warfare.  
(Chemical warfare occurred in WW I but not in WW II.)  Pres. Biden and 
30 
Mar. 24  European leaders hold emergency NATO summit to explore 
contingency plans about Ukraine, as UNICEF announces that 4.3 million 
Ukrainian children are displaced by war. Pres. Biden orders to begin 
releasing 1/3 of American oil reserves to control rising gas prices 
Mar 31:  Largest relief in the history of American stockpiles.  Journalist 
embedded with Russian forces brings footage of battle of Mariupol. 
 Rescue fleet of buses still not allowed into Mariupol.  Some 600 
civilians escaped in crowded private vehicles.  Outskirts of Kyiv, Russian 
troops suffer heavy losses at Irpin.  Pres. Putin orders a draft of an 
extra 130,000 Russians.  Several Russian advisors put under house 
arrest.  Russian troops abandon control of Chernobyl nuclear area.  
Two U.S. battle cruisers along with British aircraft carriers reported off 
the coast of Kaliningrad.  For the first time since the Cold War era, there 
exist over 100,000 U.S. troops and over 140,000 active Polish troops in 
Europe.  



April 2: As N. Russian forces are retreating from Kiev sectors, 
redeploying to the S. and Donbas, larger scale Moscow operations in 
the south intensified.  Many areas around Kyiv are horribly bombed but 
freed of Russian occupiers; dead bodies liter the streets.  Some 30 km 
from Ukraine border, Russian fuel depot which was bombed yesterday 
by attack helicopters confirmed.  Ukrainian troops first time down 
enemy chopper using a British Starstreak missile traveling at 3x speed 
of sound ie. at least 2,300 mph fired by shoulder.  Ukrainian troops 
capture a key airfield 6 miles W. of Kyiv.  German Defense Ministry 
approved shipment of 58 PbV-501 light tanks from 1990s via Sweden, 
Czech Republic on their way to Ukraine; it must be remembered, 
however many of the Russian armored casualties are light tanks.  Puma 
drones, night vision goggles, laser guided missiles, kamikaze-drones, 
armored vehicles, anti-drone systems, and ammo are on their way in 
delivery from the West to Ukraine; in the area of delivery, rescue buses, 
negotiated by International Red Cross, still not allowed through Russian 
checkpoints but 2 supply trucks were looted by Russian troops in 
outskirts of Mariupol.  News leak: the Russian Federation Civil Aviation 
Administration was hacked last week, (Rosaviatsia HQ in Moscow) in 
charge of all civil aviation in Russia; it is believed 65 terabytes of data 
was erased.  
Apr. 5:  Over 400 bodies counted in northern suburbs of Kyiv; survivors 
tell of massacres and rapes of Ukraine civilians; yesterday the reports 
said 300 bodies discovered. 
Apr 6:   Assets of Russia’s largest two banks frozen.  A convoy of Red 
Cross buses finally allowed to reach and evacuate about 1,000 from 
Mariupol, but it is too late for 5,000 civilians killed in huge port-city 
since the invasion, 210 were children, 50 were burned to death in a 
hospital.  Mayor of Mariupol declares Russians using mobile 
crematoriums to cover their tracks.  In reaction to the nasty atrocities 
perpetuated on defenseless civilians that were newly discovered 
further N., the U.S. announced tougher penalties against Russian 
bankers, more sanctions on Kremlin officials and families and sanctions 
on Putin’s daughters.  



Apr. 7:  Mariupol still has pockets of resistance; while to the Northeast 
5 civilians were killed by artillery fire in the Donbas-Donetsk region.  Car 
after car fleeing westward from Donbas-Donetsk.  Every hospital and 
medical clinic has been destroyed in Luhansk.   4,676 civilians were 
evacuated by evacuation corridors, 1,205 from Mariupol.  Another 
column of 9 buses heading back to Mariupol.  Russia is secretly 
targeting Facebook accounts of Ukrainian soldiers.  CNN report: U.S. 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs Gen. Mark Miley expects the war in 
Ukraine to "be a long slog." France and Italy have delivered the latest 
version of “Milan” to Ukraine fighters.  Antitank Milan handheld mini-
rocket launchers are portable, easily stationed on a tripod, built by 
MBDA of France, and using an infrared lamp pinpoints a target for close 
combat.  The mini-rockets cannot be affected by radio jamming, flares 
or aluminum, and is more powerful than standard bazookas or rpg’s as 
it is claimed can penetrate 1,000 mm armor at 3000 m (3,280 yards). 
The newest version is said can have a range of 3 km.   U.S. Senate called 
for revival of Lend-Lease, and Senators quickly rallied passing the WW 
II-era program; it now goes to the House of Representatives.  (Under 
that Lend-Lease program, the following WW II  stats should not be long-
lost: 750 tanks, 800 aircraft and 1,400 vehicles had been delivered from 
America under Lend-Lease, not to those beleaguered fighting on 
Bataan, but to the isolated, undersupplied troops in Russia from 
midsummer of 1941-early '42—along  with 100,000 tons of supplies 
that never reached MacArthur and Wainwright—that is exactly 8 
decades ago, 1942-2022 that helped a Soviet Union successfully defend 
their homeland, and in 2022, how are the Russians repaying us?  The 
above statistics were deemed extremely vital when the Soviet Union 
was against the wall with limited resources in the period mid-1941 to 
early 1942 as stated in this author’s recounting of WW II!  They are all 
researched facts as the fighting went on simultaneously in the 
Philippines and Russia, eighty years ago to the date.)  UN General 
Assembly suspends Russian participation from UN Human Rights 
Council.  German Foreign Intelligence stated last night they have 
intercepted recent radio communications catching Russian officers 



talking about shooting civilians.   
Apr. 15:  Good Friday: it is confirmed, the Russian cruiser Moskva, 3rd 
largest vessel and flagship, after being hit by Ukrainian Neptune 
missiles Apr 13, sinks and rests at the bottom of the Black Sea; it 
possessed 16 anti-missile firing capabilities, each w/1 ton of high 
explosives (8 to a side) none encased behind protective heavy steel; 
death of captain unconfirmed.  Day 55, a day after Easter, Gen. 
Dvornikov increases air strikes on central and NW Ukraine as a military 
diversion to capturing Mariupol.  Western journalists largely fall for it as 
315 target-sites all over an overcast and cloudy Ukraine hit by air 
missiles and long-range artillery. Beautiful, art-city of Lviv, which had 
largely escaped attacks until now, as snow lightly falls, is struck by 
missiles, 7 killed, one is a child.  Mykolaiv, near the port city of Odesa, 
did not escape, hit under Dvornikov’s new southern attack campaign. 
4.98 million people have been forced to flee to neighboring nations to 
seek refuge since the start of the war, according to the UN.  The last of 
Ukraine’s fighters in Mariupol are cornered in a tiny part of a large steel 
factory complex with underground tunnels, with prospects of being re-
supplied zero, ammunition  virtually gone. 
April 18:  The city of Mariupol is so shattered, Dmytro Kuleba, Foreign 
Minister of Ukraine, said, “The city doesn’t exist anymore”.  Over 900 
cadavers counted in n. suburbs of Kyiv.  Estimated number of people 
killed in Mariupol: 2,000-5,000.  
April 19:  No western navies in the Sea of Azov or Black Sea.  Some 
fighter jets given to Ukraine to defend itself.  In past 24 hours, a total of 
1,260 targets were struck by artillery and missiles; the eastern city of 
Kreminna has fallen (1st city to be captured by Gen. Dvornikov, the 
butcher of Aleppo) and CNN reported a first big shipment (of 7 
minimum) were offload off airplanes and loaded for transport to the 
war theater in Ukraine (via rail), they constitute the $800 million dollar 
aid package from America—18 Howitzers, 11 Mi-17 choppers, 300 
Switchblade drones and various protective equipment, like the first of 
30,000 sets of body armor and helmets.  CNN also reports at least 500 
Javelins, 200 M113 armored personnel carriers plus 10 counter-artillery 



radar sets will follow.  Rem? I told you about the rail route through the 
Kjiv Pass and the journey beyond?  Question: Do rail lines extend 
beyond Lviv?  Also, a lot were stuck at Lviv, including medical 
equipment.  Something new under the sun, Apr. 19, T-minus 19 days 
before May 9th, Russian foreign minister Lavrov provides a hint of 
specifics that his country will not use nuclear weapons, and that 
Moscow would only use “conventional” munitions. He also, reconfirmed 
the establishment of separate Donetsk and Luhansk republics. The 
Donbas possesses rich coal reserves with wonderful coal mining.  The 
dirty trick is this, talk about new republics while at the same time create 
a separate Southern zone to the Russian-annexed Crimean peninsula, 
capture the city of Kherson, important as it is key to the freshwaters 
canals to Crimea, and destroy Ukraine’s best armed forces, which are 
fighting in the S. and E.   Crush and eliminate Ukraine’s best armed 
forces and elimination of the trading hubs of Mariupol and Odesa for 
Ukraine—those were strategic keys of the Russian “special operation”.  
Simple ABC.  UN Sec-General Antonio Guterres appeals to Russia for a 
cease fire in Ukraine, starting Thurs. to coincide with Orthodox 
Christians’ Holy Week observances. 


